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Abstract—Cloud availability is a major performance parame-
ter in cloud Service Level Agreements (SLA). Its correct evalua-
tion is essential to SLA enforcement and possible litigation issues.
Current methods fail to correctly identify the fault location, since
they include the network contribution. We propose a procedure
to identify the failures actually due to the cloud itself and
provide a correct cloud availability measure. The procedure
employs tools that are freely available, i.e. traceroute and whois,
and arrives at the availability measure by first identifying the
boundaries of the cloud. We evaluate our procedure by testing
it on three major cloud providers: Google Cloud, Amazon AWS,
and Rackspace. The results show that the procedure arrives at
a correct identification in 95% of cases. The cloud availability
obtained in the test after correct identification lies between 3 and
4 nines for the three platforms under test.

I. INTRODUCTION

Availability is a major Quality of Service descriptor in

cloud services, and an essential component of Service Level

Agreements [1]–[3].

Many efforts have been devoted to understanding and im-

proving the availability of cloud systems. The relevance of the

issue has been re-stated very recently by Varghese and Buyya,

which list it among the top research directions, mentioning

the 49-minute outage suffered by Amazon, which cost the

company more than $4 million in lost sales, as an indicator of

the economic importance of achieving a high availability [4].

The same concept had been voiced in [5], where the authors

even propose to consider a Reliability as a Service, where

reliability is a parameter that users can specify and a service

by itself, rather than the random state of a cloud-based service.

Concerns for the legal implications that may arise due to a less-

than-adequate cloud reliability have been recently expressed in

[6].

An analysis of the main causes of cloud failures has been

carried out in [7], where growth trends are also identified,

and [8], where mechanisms are subsequently discussed to

minimize the impact of outages. Some papers have focussed on

the analysis of the cloud architecture to get a high availability

by design [9]–[11]. A different approach has been taken in

[12] and [13], where machine learning technique have been

employed to predict cloud outages (and react accordingly).

If we switch from the perspective of a cloud designer to

that of a cloud user, the main interest lies in understanding if

the cloud is performing up to the expectations. Setting up,

or employing the services of, a cloud monitoring platform

is essential in this respect. Several architectures have been

proposed for that purpose, e.g. in [14]–[16], and a recent

review is contained in [17].
Unfortunately, very few attempts have been done to actually

measure cloud availability from a third party vantage point. An

early attempt based on users’ reports has been reported in [18].

The shortcoming of that approach is that the starting time of

the outage may not be reported correctly, since a time lag is

always present between the time an outage occurs and the time

a user first reports it. The ending time of the outage may be

also reported wrongly, since most users do not take on them-

selves to report it, and we have to rely on the cloud provider

announcing that the problem has been solved and the cloud is

back to its fully operational state. Statistics of working periods

and outages have been modelled in [19] with data coming from

a small private cloud. Active measurement systems based on

ICMP probing packets have been investigated in [20]–[22]. A

major issue with all measurements campaigns conducted so

far is that they do measure the quality of service experienced

by the user, but in doing so they include the loss contribution

provided by the network located between the cloud user and

the cloud server. The availability that is measured in the end

is an underestimation of the actual cloud availability.
In this paper, we propose a measurement method that allows

to distinguish between the losses due to the network and those

due to the cloud, returning the true cloud availability. After

describing the intrusive network problem in Section II and

recalling the definition of availability in Section III, our study

provides the following original contributions:

• we propose a measurement procedure to measure true

cloud availability (Section IV);

• we assess its success rate (Section V), showing that it

outperforms previous methods usable for that purpose;

• we apply our procedure to three major cloud providers

and contrast the results with concerns arisen in early

measurement campaigns (Section V), showing that the
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availability at IP level is close to four nines, and the

the network contribution is so relatively large as to

significantly alter the overall results in the absence of

a correct failure attribution procedure.

II. THE LONG ROAD TO THE CLOUD

Cloud availability measurements are a major tool in as-

sessing a cloud provider’s compliance with SLA targets and

obligations. However, those measurements may lead to false

conclusions if they are not carried out properly. In this section,

we take a look at what is probably the most important reason

for lack of accuracy.

Contents placed on a cloud are located among one or more

data centers, whose location is, by definition, unknown to the

user [23], [24]. Whatever the way by which we probe the

cloud to measure availability, third-party measurements are

conducted from outside the cloud, i.e. through the network.

In probing the cloud, we can therefore mimic the experience

of the user, traversing one or more Internet Service Providers

(ISP) and several Autonomous Systems (AS), as shown in

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: The path from user to cloud provider.

It has been noted that false outages may be declared, since

the lack of response to a user’s request to a cloud may be

due to packet losses in the network rather than the cloud

itself [20]. This appears to be a major problem if we wish

to get an accurate measurement of the actual outage rate for

the cloud. When measurements are conducted through ICMP

probing packets (pings), the Majority Voting rule to declare

an outage has been analysed as an effective remedy in several

contexts [21]. Under Majority Voting, an outage is declared

if a majority of pings get no echoes. However, it cannot

be considered as the definitive solution, since its accuracy

depends on the specific combination of cloud and network

performances.

We therefore need a more generally reliable approach to

obtain an accurate measurement of cloud outage in the face

of the losses of probing packets due to the network.

This is particularly relevant, since such measurements can

be employed to enforce the contractual obligations contained

in the SLA and the legal dispute that may arise, a danger

that has been dreaded in [6]. Actually, the liability of the

cloud provider in the case of obligations related to service

malfunctioning has been mentioned as a major obstacle to

the wide adoption of the cloud by banks [25]; the same

has been reported for the semiconductor industry [26]. If

we fail to recognize that service outages may be due to

running
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Fig. 2: Cloud state sequence

the network rather than the cloud, the cloud availability is

actually underestimated, and the cloud provider may incur

undue penalties. At any rate, the overall cost of data center

outages is made of many components, which can build up to

a very large amount, as reported in a study by the Ponemon

Institute [27].

III. AVAILABILITY OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

Before dealing with the contributions of the network and the

cloud to the availability as seen from an external observer,

we have to define how the observed availability is measured.

In this section, we arrive at the operational definition of

availability we have employed in this paper.

For our purposes, the state of the cloud is considered as a

succession of working periods and outages, as shown in Fig. 2.

If we describe the state of the service through the function

a(t) : t→{0,1}, the availability over an observation period

T is then

A =
1

T

∫ T

0
a(t)dt. (1)

Within this paper, we do not consider the case of graceful

degradation, where the cloud service is still running, but with

a significantly worsened quality of service. Even though a

service may experience a graceful degradation, we imagine

that we can always classify the service as either being available

or not. For example, if we tolerate a latency lower than a

prescribed value, the service may degrade down to that value,

while still being considered as available, but will be considered

as unavailable when the latency exceeds that threshold.

If we indicate by W the overall sum of the durations of

working periods and by F the overall sum of the durations

of outages, we have the usual definition of availability as the

fraction of ON periods over the observation window T

A =
W

W +F
. (2)

However, the actual measurement process does not allow

to recover the function a(t), but rather its sampling version,

obtained by probing the system at a discrete set of times. The

discrete times are those at which discrete events take place,

such as failed or successful service queries.

As a consequence, for cloud services, two general models

have been defined in [28] to describe availability from discrete

events:

• The dual state model;
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Fig. 3: Probing sequence example

• The success ratio model.

In the dual state model, the availability is computed as a

function of the sum of the durations of all down states

experienced during contracted service time. In the success ratio

model, we refer instead to the event themselves, rather than

their duration: the availability is computed as a function of the

number of successful and failed resources requests during the

contracted service period.

However, if we probe the cloud at periodic intervals (as

opposed to random or irregular ones), the distinction between

the two models blurs. Considering, e.g., the sequence of

probing queries shown in Fig. 3, if we define the down duration

as the time distance between the first failed probing query and

the first subsequent successful probing query, the two models

provide exactly the same availability output (5/7 in this case).

IV. CLOUD AVAILABILITY MEASUREMENT

The third-party measurements reported so far in the litera-

ture adopt a probing mechanism employing the ping command,

which however does not allow to distinguish between outages

due to the network and those due to the cloud. In this section,

we propose a procedure that allows to obtain the availability of

the cloud only. In Section IV-A, we first outline the problems

affecting the measurement schemes employed so far, then

provide an overview of our new procedure in Section IV-B,

and finally describe its phases.

A. End-to-end availability

Current procedures to measure the availability of a cloud

rely on the use of probing packets sent out from one or several

vantage points mimicking the location of a real user. These

packets are sent out periodically, as shown in Fig. 3. So far,

the ping utility has been used for this purpose. Ping operates

by sending Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo

request packets to the target host and waiting for an ICMP

echo reply, as shown in Fig. 4 (ping operations are described

in Chapter 8.4 of [29]). Echoes from ping are counted as

indicators of an operating cloud, while missed echoes are

counted as indicators of a failing cloud. It is assumed that

a cloud server returning the probing packets is also working

correctly to provide services to its clients, i.e., we do not

consider software problems related to service provisioning.

The ratio of returned echoes to the overall number of sent

probes gives us the availability of the cloud.

However, the use of this utility suffers from two main

drawbacks:

Fig. 4: Ping utility

• it returns an end-to-end measurement that incorporates all

the failures taking place on the road to the cloud;

• it employs the ICMP protocol, which may be dealt with

differently than TCP/UDP segments, and typically with

a lower priority so that the reported availability may be

lower than that actually experienced with the cloud-based

service.

While the former problem cannot be solved by acting on the

probing mechanism alone, the latter problem can be eliminated

by employing nping probing packets instead. Nping is an open

source tool for network packet generation, response analysis

and response time measurement (see Chapter 18 of [30]); it

can generate network packets for a wide range of protocols,

allowing users full control over protocol headers. We can

therefore employ it to generate TCP-like probing packets,

which undergo the same priority treatment as the true packets

we would employ when using the cloud service 1.

B. Overall procedure

For the time being we consider the reliability at the IP level

only, meaning that we are interested in assessing if IP packets

transporting the payload involved in the cloud service actually

make it through the cloud once they reach it. Our procedure

to measure the availability of the cloud, and the cloud only,

goes through the following steps:

1) Probing the whole sequence of hops along the path from

the measurement vantage point to the cloud;

2) Associating an ISP to each hop along that path;

3) Identifying the first hop belonging to the cloud provider,

i.e. the hop marking the entry into the cloud providers

domain;

4) Counting missing echoes from that first cloud hop and

computing the corresponding cloud availability.

In the following, we take care of step 1 in Section IV-C,

steps 2 and 3 in Section IV-D, and step 4 in Section IV-E.

C. Tracing probing packets

As just recalled, ping (or nping for that purpose) is an

end-to-end tool, which does not reveal anything about what

1https://nmap.org/nping/
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happens in between the probing source and the end host. We

wish instead to get the sequence of IP addresses of routers

that make the path from source (our probing vantage point) to

destination (the cloud server).

In order to get a complete view of the path from source

to destination, along which packets enter the cloud, we can

employ the traceroute programme2. This programme uses

limited Time-To-Live (TTL) ICMP probes to discover the

IP addresses of IP router interfaces along the path from

source to destination, using ICMP echo requests (see Fig. 5).

Despite being the most used method to get information about

Internet topology, traceroute suffers from the following

major problems, which may lead to no return from the probed

routers or to returned invalid IP addresses:

• ICMP packets may be filtered out by firewalls along the

way.

• load-balancing routers may alter the path [31];

• successive TTL-limited packets do not necessarily follow

the same forwarding path, so that we may get different

chains of routers while we try to discover a single path

to destination;

• some hops do not return ICMP replies;

• some routers may be anonymous, i.e., their existence is

detected but their interface address is not returned [32];

• some routers may return the address of the interface from

which the message came [33];

• some routers return a fixed IP address, regardless of the

address of the actual interface on which the message has

landed;

• some routers may return an IP address chosen randomly

among those of the router’s several interfaces;

• the connectivity between routers may be provided through

chains of ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) switches

or MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) tunnels (re-

ported to account even for 30% of paths [34] [35]), which

may make the path opaque to IP probes.

Though the original version of traceroute employs ICMP

packets, other versions may employ UDP or TCP probing

packets.

The UDP version employs limited TTL packets and large

destination post numbers. When an intermediate router re-

ceives such a probing packet with a zero TTL, it returns an

ICMP time exceeded message. The source can progressively

increase the TTL discovering farther routers along the path, till

it reaches the destination. However, the use of UDP messages

to high ports shares the same problem with firewall as ICMP

packets [36].

A version called tcptraceroute has been proposed3. The

TCP version of traceroute bypasses firewalls by directing

TCP packets to well-known ports (e.g. port 80), though some

firewall may still block TCP packets when no host behind the

firewall accepts the TCP connection.

2https://wiki.geant.org/display/public/EK/VanJacobsonTraceroute
3https://www.freebsd.org/cgi/man.cgi?query=tcptraceroute&manpath=

FreeBSD+9.3-RELEASE+and+Ports

Fig. 5: Working of the traceroute programme

Despite the shortcomings of ICMP-based traceroute, it

appears however to reach targets more successfully than its

UDP and TCP counterparts [37]. In this paper, we therefore

stick to the classical ICMP-based traceroute.

Other methods have been proposed to bypass the limitations

of traceroute; a recent survey is contained in [38]. The most

relevant category at the interface level (which is the one we

adopt here) is based on the options of the IP packet header.

However, in most cases, it relies either on the cooperation

of intermediate routers or on the use of multiple vantage

points, which excludes them from the horizon of third-party

measurements. In addition, their use increases the chances of

packets being discarded or triggering alarms on IDS (Intrusion

Detection systems) [39].

D. Identifying cloud boundaries

After identifying the chain of routers that lead to the

ultimate cloud destination, we wish to identify the AS (Au-

tonomous System) to which each router belongs, and eventu-

ally the ISP administering that AS. This is essential to identify

the router marking the cloud ingress. Our procedure will go

through the following steps:

1) Get the ASN associated to each hop on the path to the

cloud;

2) Get the ISP administering the AS along the path;

3) Extract the router marking the ingress into the cloud

provider’s domain.

Our procedure employs the following protocols and pro-

grams:

• Traceroute;

• whois;

• RISwhois.

While the first two are pretty standard programmes, the third

one is actually a modified version of whois. While the standard

version of that protocol queries the Internet Routing registries,

the modified version RISwhois has been devised in the context
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of the RIPE RIS (Routing Information System) project4 and

allows to get data directly from a network of BGP collectors,

which collect data from the BGP tables of their peers. Such

a use of BGP is envisaged and described in several papers

concerned with the need to build the AS topology [38], [40].

Our aim in combining the response from the tools listed above

is to arrive at a consensus about the correct ASN to attribute to

each hop in the path to the cloud. Our procedure will return a

positive result if we achieve either a 2/2 result or a 2/3 results,

i.e. at least 2 of the tools agree.

It is to be noted that the brdmap programme is also available

to identify domain borders, as described in [41], where it has

been employed, however, through the use of 19 vantage points,

whereas our procedure employs a single vantage point.

The first tool we employ to carry out the IP-to-AS attri-

bution is traceroute. For each hop, the -a option allows

to get the AS number. However, as pointed out in [40],

the traceroute command alone does not give an accurate AS

number in all cases, and it does not even return an AS number

in roughly 10% of cases. We consider separately the case

where Traceroute returns an ASN for each hop and that where

it does not.

If Traceroute does not return an ASN number, we resort to

whois and RISwhois in parallel. If they both return the same

ASN, then we consider that to be the correct ASN; otherwise

(i.e., if they either return different ASNs or do not return an

ASN at all), the procedure is considered to fail.

If Traceroute does return an ASN, however, we do not stay

content with that, since we strive for a higher reliability, aiming

at least at two sources confirming the same ASN. Therefore,

we first turn to RISwhois. If RISwhois gives us the very same

ASN as Traceroute, we end the procedure and output that ASN

as the correct one. If that’s not the case we call the standard

whois, which acts as the final referee. If it confirms one of the

two ASNs previously obtained by Traceroute and RISwhois,

then we obtain a 2/3 majority vote and declare that as the

correct ASN. If, unfortunately, whois returns a third ASN,

different from those obtained with Traceroute and RISwhois,

the procedure is considered to fail. The whole procedure is

reported as Algorithm 1.

At this point, we have the full list of ISPs administering

the hops along the path to the end cloud server. We can then

identify the hops belonging to the cloud provider through the

algorithm described as Algorithm 2.

E. Cloud availability estimation

Now, we have hopefully identified where the probing pack-

ets actually enter the cloud. We have all the data needed to

measure the actual cloud availability.

If we indicate by Nin the number of probing packets entering

the cloud, i.e. making it to the first cloud hop, and by Nout

the number of echoes actually returned from the cloud end

4https://www.ripe.net/analyse/archived-projects/ris-tools-web-interfaces

Algorithm 1: Identification of ASNs and ISPs

Input: Cloud Provider, AS-traceroute to Cloud Provider,

selected hop

Output: ASN and ISP of selected hop

ASN←null;

ISP←null;

if all reports of selected hop are empty then

return null;

else

current report←select not empty report from hop;

while ISP is null do

ASN1 , IP1←AS-traceroute (current report);

if ASN1 is not null then

ASN2, ISP1←RISwhois(IP1);

if ASN2 is equal to ASN1 then

ASN←ASN1;

ISP←ISP1;

else

ASN2.1, ISP1.1←whois(IP1);

if ASN2.1 is equal to ASN1 then

ASN←ASN1;

ISP←ISP1.1;

else

if ASN2.1 is equal to ASN2 then

ASN←ASN2;

if ISP1 is equal to ISP1.1 then

ISP←ISP1 ;

else
Error: current report←select

another not empty report if

there’s else break;

else

ASN2, ISP1←RISwhois(IP1);

ASN2.1, ISP1.1←whois(IP1);

if ASN2 is equal to ASN2.1 then

ASN←ASN2;

if ISP1 is equal to ISP1.1 then

ISP←ISP1 ;

else
Error: current report←select another not

empty report if there’s else break;

return ASN, ISP;

server (i.e., the final hop in the sequence of hops obtained

with traceroute), our measurement of the cloud availability is

A =
Nout

Nin
. (3)

This approach allows not to factor in the losses due to the

network on the way to the cloud, since they do not enter the

Nin term. A remaining limitation of the approach is that echoes

actually sent back by the cloud end server may get lost due

to network problems on the return path.
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Algorithm 2: Identification of the first cloud hop

Input: Cloud Provider, AS-traceroute to Cloud Provider

Output: Position of the first Cloud hop in AS-traceroute

report

ISP←null;

hopPosition←1;

cloudStart←null;

currentEntryPosition←1;

Table←empty key-value table;

while there’s hop in hopPosition of AS-traceroute do

selectedHop←select hop in hopPosition;

ISP←Identification of ASNs and ISPs (selectedHop);

newTableEntry←append entry (hopPosition, ISP);

hopPosition←hopPosition + 1;

while there’s table entry in currentEntryPosition do

currentISP←getValue (currentEntryPosition);

if currentISP is equal to Cloud Provider then
if cloudStart is equal to null then

cloudStart←currentEntryPosition ;

else

cloudStart←null;

currentEntryPosition←currentEntryPosition +1;

return cloudStart;

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have applied the procedure described in Section IV to

three major cloud providers. In this section, we report the

results.

Our aim is to assess two different things: the dependability

of our procedure and the availability of cloud providers. The

latter is of course meaningful if our procedure possesses the

former feature.

For both purposes we considered three major cloud

providers: Google Cloud, Amazon AWS, and Rackspace (all

of them are included in the survey reported in [42]). We

performed 50 tests for each of them, for a total of 150 tests.

Each test consisted in sending probing packets over a period

of 8 hours, going through the procedure described in Section

IV, and assessing whether the cloud has responded (i.e., it is

working) or not. The overall duration of test was therefore 400

hours for each provider.

The dependability issue is crucial. We have to be sure

that the procedure works under real conditions and may be

employed routinely. We stress the fact that our procedure

requires neither the use of special software nor restricted

information.

In Table I, we report the test results. Reporting an ASN

as outcome means that we were able to get an ASN for all

the hops along the path from source to destination, excluding

from the count those hops that did not respond (for which we

have of course no elements at all to infer their ASN). Overall,

we get the ASN for the whole path roughly in 95% of cases;

this result represents a good advance over the 90% declared in

Outcome Frequency [%]

ASN (2/2 confidence level) 90.66
ASN (2/3 confidence level) 4.00
No ASN 5.34

TABLE I: Test results for procedure dependability assessment

the reference paper [40]. In the remaining 5% of cases there

were some hops for which, though they did respond, we were

not able to get a consensus over the ASN. For non-responding

hops, a possible way to dispel the darkness is suggested again

in [40]: if a non-responding hop is located along the path

between two responding hops exhibiting the same ASN, then

it is safe to assign that same ASN to the non-responding path.

This solution would leave out just those non-responding hops

located at the border between two ASes.
However, the final aim is to correctly assign outages, and

we need to identify the first hop belonging to the cloud

provider. In that case, non-responding hops may represent a

problem, since they can actually be those belonging to the

cloud provider. In our battery of tests, we were unable to

identify the first cloud hop in 30% of cases, practically all

due to Amazon (where the identification procedure failed in

45 out of 50 tests). Though this may appear as a disappointing

performance, we must consider that a) it concerns a single

provider; b) it is a matter of policy, which may be circum-

vented by arrangements between the cloud provider and the

third-party organisation in charge of conducting the availability

measurement (for example, if allowing for such measurements

to be conducted on the basis of an agreement, Amazon could

enable its routers to respond to probing packets sent by the

authorised organisation, e.g. by recognising its IP addresses).
Once we have assessed that the procedure can be routinely

carried out, we can employ it to assess the actual availability

of the cloud. We consider the three major cloud providers that

we have already mentioned: Google, Amazon, and Rackspace.

We have carried out daily tests (lasting 8 hours) over 30 days,

identifying the first hop belonging to the cloud provider and

correctly assigning packet losses.
The results are shown in Table II, where we see that all three

providers offer an availability better than 3 nines (actually

quite close to 4 nines). There are two questions that naturally

arise after these results:

• Is the contribution of the network relevant in availability

assessment?

• Do these results confirm previous measurement cam-

paigns?

The former question impacts the relevance of our mea-

surement procedure. If the contribution of the network were

negligible, there would be no interest in providing a measure-

ment procedure capable of distinguishing between the failures

taking place on the net and on the cloud. We see in Table II

that in two out of three cases the network losses are at least

twice as large as those due to the cloud. Even in the case

of Rackspace they are all but negligible. In the absence of

any loss attribution procedure the observed availability would
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Measurement Google Cloud Amazon AWS Rackspace

# probing packets 864 000 864 000 864 000
# packets reaching cloud 863 750 863 711 863 899
# lost packets (network) 250 289 101
# lost packets (cloud) 125 104 195
Availability 99.9855% 99.9879 % 99.9774%

TABLE II: Availability measurements

be 99.9566%, 99.9545%, and 99.9657% respectively. The

difference between those values and those in Table II may look

negligible, but we must not forget that we are talking about

figures very close to 100% anyway and a difference as low as

0.01% is significant in this context (see an account of router

availability issues in [43]). In the case of Google Cloud the

actual difference appears to be 0.0289%, which would amount

to 152 min (roughly 2 hours and a half) more downtime in

a year, which is not negligible, given the quality-of-service

expectations of customers. In addition, making a bundle of

network and cloud losses would significantly alter the relative

performances of the three cloud providers: Rackspace, ranking

third in the correct measurement, would jump to the first place

if we decided not to distinguish between the two sources of

loss.

We can now turn to the latter question: how do these

results compare with past measurement campaigns? We have

reminded in the Introduction that there’s not a host of measure-

ment campaigns on cloud performance. However, a procedure

like ours, which does not attribute to the cloud losses that are

not its fault, naturally results in better performance figures for

the cloud. Actually, though the results reported here are by no

means exhaustive and conclusive, the availability look much

better than was previously feared [18].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our procedure allows us to assign the cloud the outages that

are actually due to it and excluding those due to the network.

It increases the accuracy of existing availability measurement

procedures. The procedure can bee conducted from any third-

party vantage point and may be safely employed to assess the

compliance of cloud providers with SLAs. The early results

of its application show that the availability of cloud providers

may be significantly underestimated.

Some limitations need to be addressed, though. A major

limitation is that the non-response rate may be significant and

must be reduced, since that prevents from obtaining a full view

of the ISPs along the way. Though this can be achieved by way

of agreements between measuring parties and cloud providers,

it is too optimistic to hope for a 100% response rate. A second

limitation is that network losses on the path back to the source

may still cause the availability to be underestimated.
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